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Abstract: Rapid advancements in the fifth generation (5G) communication technology and mobile 1

edge computing (MEC) paradigm lead to the proliferation of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in 2

urban air mobility (UAM) networks, which provide intelligent services for diversified smart city 3

scenarios. Meanwhile, the widely deployed internet of drones (IoD) in smart cities also brings 4

up new concerns on performance, security, and privacy. The centralized framework adopted by 5

conventional UAM networks is not adequate to handle high mobility and dynamicity. Moreover, 6

it is necessary to ensure device authentication, data integrity, and privacy preservation in UAM 7

networks. Thanks to characteristics of decentralization, traceability, and unalterability, Blockchain is 8

recognized as a promising technology to enhance security and privacy for UAM networks. In this 9

paper, we introduce LightMAN, a lightweight microchained fabric for data assurance and resilience- 10

oriented UAM networks. LightMAN is tailored for small-scale permissioned UAV networks, in 11

which a microchain acts as a lightweight distributed ledger for security guarantees. Thus, participants 12

are enabled to authenticate drones and verify the genuineness of data that is sent to/from drones 13

without relying on a third-party agency. In addition, a hybrid on-chain and off-chain storage strategy 14

is adopted that not only improves performance (e.g,.latency and throughput) but also ensures 15

privacy preservation for sensitive information in UAM networks. A proof-of-concept prototype 16

is implemented and tested on a Micro Air Vehicle Link (MAVLink) simulator. The experimental 17

evaluation validates the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed LightMAN solution. 18

19Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV); Lightweight Blockchain; Drone Security; assurance; 
authentication; resilience 20

1. Introduction 21

Thanks to the rapid advancements in artificial intelligence (AI), Big Data, information 22

fusion, and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, the concept of Smart Cities becomes 23

realistic to provide seamless, intelligent, and safe services for communities [1,2]. As a class 24

of robotic vehicles in IoTs, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), commonly known as drones, 25

are widely adopted in smart city scenarios for sensing data, carrying payloads, and per- 26

forming specific missions guided either by remote control centers or in autonomous ways 27

[3]. Thanks to fifth generation (5G) communication networks and mobile edge computing 28

(MEC) technology, UAVs demonstrate higher mobility than other robotic vehicles, and 29

they can provide on-the-fly communication capabilities in a remote area where terrestrial 30

infrastructure is under-developed or disaster-struck areas where physical or technology 31

has infrastructure been destroyed [4]. Moreover, drones equipped with different types 32

of sensors, like environmental sensors or cameras, can form UAV networks to guarantee 33

better Quality-of-Service (QoS) or Quality-of-Experience (QoE) for users who demand a 34
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large number of network-based intelligent services in smart cities, like video surveillance 35

[5], disaster management, smart transportation, medical suppliers, and public safety [6,7]. 36

With an ever-increasing presence of UAVs in urban air mobility (UAM) networks, 37

the highly connected internet of drones (IoD) also raise new concerns on performance, 38

security, and privacy. From the architecture level, conventional UAV enabled applications 39

rely on the centralized framework which is prone to the single point of failures (SPF). As 40

centralized servers coordinate flying drones and perform decision-making tasks, the entire 41

UAV system may be paralyzed if control centers experience malfunctions or under attacks 42

like denial of service (DoS). In addition, complete centralized frameworks that swarm a 43

large number of distributed drones are prone to performance bottlenecks (PBN). As a result, 44

increasing end-to-end network latency degrades QoS or QoE in real-time applications. 45

Moreover, dynamicity of UAV networks including resource constrained drones also meet 46

security and privacy challenges within a distributed network environment. Security threats 47

that can severely affect UAV networks can be categorized as firmware attacks (e.g., false 48

code injection, firmware modification, malware infection, etc.) and network attacks (e.g,. 49

spoofing, jamming, command injection, network isolation, etc.) [8]. Owing to encrypted 50

data transmission between drones and unauthorized access to data stored on servers, 51

privacy breaches lead to revealing sensitive information like location, flying path, or other 52

identity related data. 53

Thanks to multiple attractive features, such as decentralization, immutability, trans- 54

parency, and traceability, Blockchain has demonstrated great potential to revolutionize 55

centralized UAV systems. By utilizing a cryptographic consensus mechanism and Peer- 56

to-Peer (P2P) networking infrastructure for message propagation and data transmission, 57

blockchain allows all participants to maintain a transparent and immutable public dis- 58

tributed ledger. The decentralization provided by blockchain is promising to mitigate the 59

impact of SPF and PBN by reducing overhead of the central server in UAV networks. In 60

addition, encryption algorithms, consensus protocols, and tamper-proof distributed ledger 61

of blockchain enhance privacy and security of UAV networks. As a result, blockchain 62

provides a “trust-free” network to guarantee integrity, accountability, and traceability of 63

UAV data. Furthermore, smart contract (SC) introduces programmability into a blockchain 64

to support a variety of customized business logic rather than classic P2P cryptocurrency 65

transactions [9]. Therefore, blockchain is promising to enhance governance, regulation 66

and assurance in UAM networks with the help of decentralized security services, like 67

identification authentication [10], access control [11], and data validation [12]. 68

The shift from centralized UAV networks to decentralized blockchain assisted UAV 69

systems improves efficiency of system operations and ensures security and privacy guar- 70

antees. Existing blockchain-based UAV solutions mainly consider blockchain as a trusted 71

network and an immutable storage to improve efficiency of communication [13,14], incen- 72

tive mechanism [15], security in access authentication [16,17], and data sharing process 73

[18,19]. However, directly adopting conventional blockchains to build decentralized UAV 74

networks still meets tremendous challenges in IoD scenarios. The current solutions based 75

on permissionless blockchains (e.g., Bitcoin [20] or Ethereum [21]) demand high computa- 76

tion resources in Proof-of-Work (PoW) mining process such that they are not affordable 77

to resource-constrained drones. While using permissionless blockchains like Hyperledger 78

[22] can achieve low energy consumption and high throughout, it is highly limited in terms 79

of scalability and communication complexity. 80

To address the aforementioned limitations of integrating blockchain into UAV net- 81

works, this paper proposes LightMAN, a lightweight microchained fabric for data assurance 82

and operation resilience oriented UAM networks. Unlike existing work [6,8,18,19] that 83

rely on computation-intensive PoW blockchains, LightMAN adopts microchain [23], a 84

lightweight-designed blockchain, to achieve efficiency and security guarantees for a small- 85

scale permissioned UAV network. As drone information and flight logs are securely and 86

accurately stored on the immutable distributed ledger of microchain, participants within 87

a UAM network can verify the authenticity of drones and verify tamper-proof data sent 88
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to/from drones without relying on a third-party agency. Compared with blockchain-based 89

UAV networks that either directly saves raw data on the distributed ledger [18] or outsource 90

raw data to a cloud server [19], our LightMAN allows encrypted data to be stored on a 91

distributed data storage (DDS), while the microchain only records references of data as 92

checkpoints. Such a hybrid on-chain and off-chain storage strategy not only improves per- 93

formance (e.g., latency and throughput), it also ensures privacy-preservation for sensitive 94

information in UAM networks. 95

In brief, the key contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows: 96

(1) A complete LightMAN system architecture is presented along with details of key 97

components and functionalities; 98

(2) A machine learning based anomaly detection (MLAD) method to monitor the UAM 99

networks in real-time. To generate the source data (MAVLink message) for creating the 100

cyber-resiliency scenario, we implemented a software-in-the-loop (SITL) simulator and 101

associated demonstration package (pymavlink) in a python environment to emulate 102

the message communications among UAVs; 103

(3) A lightweight blockchain called microchain is leveraged to guarantee security and 104

privacy requirements in UAV data access and sharing scenarios; and 105

(4) A proof-of-concept prototype is implemented and tested on a small-scale physical 106

network. The experimental results show that the proposed LightMAN only incurs 107

less than two seconds latency as committing transactions on the distributed ledger 108

and no more than 18% overhead during access authentication. 109

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background 110

knowledge of UAV and blockchain technologies and reviews existing state-of-the-art on 111

blockchain-based UAV systems. Section 3 introduces rationale and system architecture 112

of LightMAN. Section 4 presents prototype implementation, experimental setup, and 113

performance evaluation. Finally, Section 5 summarizes this paper with a brief discussion 114

on current limitations and future directions. 115

2. Background and Related Work 116

This section describes the fundamentals of the UAV concept and explains blockchain 117

technology and introduces the state-of-the-art decentralized solutions to secure UAM 118

networks. 119

2.1. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 120

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), simply called drones, are specific robotic IoTs, 121

which have electronic components, mechanical power modules and onboard operating 122

systems to execute complicated tasks. According to the flying mechanisms, UAVs can be 123

categorized as multi-rotor wing drones, fixed wing drones, and hybrid fixed/rotary wing 124

drones [24]. Regarding range and altitude that a done can be remotely operated, UAV 125

platforms can be classified into two types: Low-altitude platforms (LAPs) and High-altitude 126

platforms (HAPs). Original UAVs were mainly used for battlefields, with advancements 127

in hardware, software, and networking infrastructure, but there is an increasing usage of 128

UAVs in civilian and commercial applications. 129

Owing to unmanned nature and required remote wireless communication, modern 130

UAV-aided systems are vulnerable to different attacks [25]. Thus, the continued use 131

of UAVs increases the need for cyber-awareness including UAVs in the airspace, the 132

development of the Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B), and the risk 133

of cyber intrusion. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) mandates the national 134

adoption of ADS-B, which uses “plaintext” to broadcast messages in avionics networks. 135

Such an unencrypted ADS-B manner introduces serious privacy and security vulnerabilities 136

like message spoofing for false aircraft position reports. As a result, current radar-based 137

Air Traffic Service (ATS) providers seek to preserve privacy and corporate operations of 138

flight plans, position, and state data. Moreover, the privacy of aircraft track histories is 139

mandatory and only accessible to authorized entities within UAM Networks. In addition, 140
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it is necessary to ensure confidentiality, availability and integrity for urban aircraft data 141

accessing and sharing data during UAM operations. 142

2.2. Blockchain Technology 143

From the system architecture aspect, a typical blockchain system consists of three 144

essential components: a distributed ledger, a consensus protocol, and smart contracts 145

[26]. Essentially, distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a type of distributed database 146

that is shared, replicated, and maintained by all participants under a P2P networking 147

environment. Each participant maintains a local view of the distributed ledger in the context 148

of a distributed computing environment, and a well-established consensus allows all 149

participants to securely reach an agreement on a global view of the distributed ledger under 150

consideration of failures (Byzantines or crash faults). Given different consensus algorithms 151

and network models, distributed consensus protocols are categorized into Nakamoto 152

Consensus Protocols [20] or Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) Consensus protocols [27]. From 153

a topology aspect, blockchains can be classified into three types: public (permissionless) 154

blockchains, private (permissioned) blockchains and consortium blockchains [28]. 155

By using cryptographic and security mechanisms, a smart contract (SC) combines 156

protocols with user interfaces to formalize and secure the relationships over computer 157

networks [29]. Essentially, SCs are programmable applications containing predefined in- 158

structions and data stored at a unique address on the blockchain. Through exposing the 159

public functions or application binary interfaces (ABIs), a SC acts as the trust autonomous 160

agent between parties to perform predefined business logic functions or contract agree- 161

ments under specific conditions. Owing to secure execution of predefined operational logic, 162

unique address and public exposed ABIs, using SC provides an ideal decentralized app 163

(Dapp) backbone to support upper level IoT applications. 164

2.3. Blockchain-based UAV Networks 165

There have been many studies in the past which explore blockchain and smart con- 166

tracts to enable decentralized UAV networks. In general, existing blockchain-based UAV 167

networks can be categorized into three branches: secure UAV communication, maintain 168

the data integrity and improve identity authentication. 169

2.3.1. UAV communication 170

By utilizing the blockchain concept in the development of drone networks, a blockchain- 171

empowered drone network called BeDrone allows drones in service providing to act as the 172

miners of blockchain [15]. Each drone can acquire computing and storage resources from 173

nearby edge service providers to carry on the blockchain process like mining blocks and 174

storing ledgers. BeDrone uses game theory to design incentive mechanisms for resource 175

allocation, acquisition and trading among participants. However, details of the underlying 176

blockchain framework are not discussed. 177

To ensure ultra-reliability and security for intelligent transport during drone-catching 178

in Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) networks, a neural-blockchain-based transport 179

model (NBTM) [13] is proposed by forming a distributed decision neural network for 180

multiple blockchains. NBTM uses neural networks to formulate policies and rules as 181

the drone-caching model for reliable communication and content sharing. A hierarchical 182

blockchain model consisting of three blockchains and a master blockchain provides security 183

mechanisms for content sharing and data delivery. The simulation results demonstrate 184

the proposed NBTM can enhance the reliability of UAV networks with a lower failure rate. 185

However, the performance of using multi-blockchains is not mentioned. 186

To build agile and resilient UAV networks for the collaborative application of large- 187

scale drone groups, a software-defined UAV network called SUV [30] is proposed by 188

combing software-defined networking (SDN) and blockchain technology to achieve a 189

decentralized, efficient and flexible network infrastructure. By decoupling the control panel 190

and the data panel of a UAV network, SDN allows SUV to optimal manage all drones 191
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and simplify functions of data forwarding. Blockchain facilities the decentralization of 192

SND control panel and ensures the credibility of SND controller identity and behavior in 193

an open networking environment. The proposed SUV is promising to provide flexibility, 194

survivability, security and programmability for 5G-oriented UAV networks [30]. However, 195

implementation and performance evaluation are not described. 196

Similar to work [13,30] that focuses on improving security in UAV communication, a 197

lightweight blockchain based on a Proof-of-Traffic (PoT) consensus algorithm is proposed to 198

provide secure routing of swarm UAVs [14]. PoT leverages the traffic status of swarm UAVs 199

to construct consensus rather than computation resources used by PoW. The evaluation 200

shows that PoT can reduce the burden of energy consumption and computational resource 201

allocation for the swarm UAV networking. However, the performance of PoT consensus is 202

not discussed, like transaction latency and throughput. 203

2.3.2. UAV Data Integrity 204

Some early work use Blockchain as the tamper-proof storage to protect the UAV data 205

integrity in sharing and operating processes. To secure drone communication and preserve 206

date integrity, a blockchain-based drone system called DroneChain [19] is proposed by 207

using PoW blockchain and cloud server. The collected data of each drone is associated 208

with its device ID and are saved into a cloud server, while a hash of each data record 209

are stored into the blockchain. DroneChain allows for data assurance, provenance and 210

resistance against tampering. Moreover, the distributed nature of DroneChain also improve 211

availability and resilience of data validation for potential failures and attacks. However, 212

using a centralized cloud server for UAV raw data storage is prone to privacy violations 213

and SPF in data querying and sharing. 214

To address issues of DroneChain that adopts the tradition cloud server and PoW 215

blockchain in UAV networks, a secure data dissemination model based on a consortium 216

blockchain is proposed for IoD [18]. All users and drones are divided into multiple 217

clusters and one master controller (MC) within a cluster can work as a normal node in 218

public Ethereum blockchain network. A forger node selection algorithm on the basis of 219

utility function using game theory periodically select one forger node for block generation. 220

The experimental results evaluate performance of data dissemination model, such as 221

computation time of block creation and validation. However, details of blockchain design 222

and data storage are not mentioned. 223

2.3.3. UAV Authentication 224

By storing identification and access control information into the distributed ledger, 225

blockchain can provide decentralized authentication services for UAV networks. To solve 226

issues of authentication of drones during flights, a secure authentication model with low 227

latency for IoD in smart cities is proposed by using a drone-based delegated proof-of-stake 228

(DDPOS) blockchain atop zone-based network architecture [16]. Similar to solution [18], a 229

drone controller in each zone of a smart city is responsible for management and authen- 230

tication mechanism for drones and it also handle all operations related to the blockchain. 231

compared to the original PoS algorithm, a customized DDPOS algorithm can mitigate 232

mining centralization and flaws of real-life voting in the UAV network. The experimental 233

results show efficiency of the proposed solution under a simulated environment, such as 234

low package lost rate, high throughput and end-to-end delay. 235

To address challenges of centralized authentication approaches in cross-domain opera- 236

tions, a blockchain-based cross-domain authentication scheme for intelligent 5G-enabled 237

IoD is proposed [17]. The proposed solution uses a local private blockchain based on 238

Hyperledger fabric to support drone registration and identity management. As multiple 239

signatures based on threshold sharing are used to build an identity federation for collabo- 240

rative domains, a smart contract contains access control policies and multi-signatures aims 241

to secure mutual authentication between terminals across different domains. 242
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Figure 1. System Architecture of LightMAN.

3. Design Rationale and System Architecture 243

UAM offers the potential to create a faster, cleaner, safer, and more integrated trans- 244

portation system. However, recent events have shown that modern UAVs are vulnerable 245

to attack and subversion through faulty or sometimes malicious devices that are present 246

on UAM communication networks, which increases the need for cyber awareness includ- 247

ing UAVs in the airspace and the risk of cyber intrusion. Aiming at a secure-by-design, 248

intelligent and decentralized network architecture for assurance and resilience oriented 249

UAM networks, LightMAN leverages deep learning (DL) and microchain to enable effi- 250

cient, secure and privacy-preserving data accessing and sharing among participants in 251

UAV networks. Figure 1 demonstrates the LightMAN architecture that consists of two 252

sub-frameworks: i) UAM network; and ii) Microchain fabric. 253

A UAM network encompasses air traffic operations for manned and unmanned 254

aircraft systems in a metropolitan area. The left part of Figure 1 shows a UAV application 255

that provides on-demand, automated transportation services. Each drone uses its onboard 256

sensors to enroll and capture raw mission data, like ADS-B messages or MAVLink messages, 257

and these data can be digitized and converted to key features such as aircraft identification 258

and trajectories. The operation centers (ground stations) can collect data for flight planning 259

and monitoring. In addition, raw data can be transferred to an avionic data center that 260

provides long-term storage services (Data at Rest) for high-level information fusion and 261

analysis. Finally, a cloud server performs high-level computing extensive and big-data 262

oriented tasks like multi-airborne collaborative planning and decision-making reasoning. 263

Based on a thorough analysis of shared avionics data, intelligent avionic service (Data 264

in Transit) incorporates AI technologies to optimize UAV services and protect against 265

never-before-seen attacks. Information visualization (Data in Use) provides context-based 266

human-machine interactions for authorized users to learn dynamic mission priorities and 267

resource availability [31]. 268

The microchain fabric acts as a security and trust networking infrastructure to provide 269

decentralized security and privacy preserving guarantees for UAM data. Microchain relies 270

on a permissioned UAV network management and assumes that the system administrator 271

is a trustworthy oracle to maintain registered identity profiles of UAM. Thus, each drone 272

or user uses its unique ID to identify authentication and access control procedures. In 273
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addition, cryptographic primitives like Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and encryption 274

algorithms can guarantee confidentiality and integrity of drone data (e.g., ADS–B) in 275

communication. Moreover, microchain integrates a lightweight consensus protocol with 276

a hybrid on-chain and off-chain storage to ensure UAV data and flight logs are stored 277

securely and distributively without relying on any centralized server. 278

3.1. Deep Learning (DL) Powered UAM Security 279

To better detect anomaly behaviors (e.g., aircraft route anomaly) for constantly collect- 280

ing high-resolution, cyber-attack information across avionics flight data, we have designed 281

and developed DL-based cybersecurity monitoring techniques against cyber threats for 282

UAM situation awareness (SAW). The developed LightMAN with cognitive-based decision 283

support is not to replace human interaction and decision-making, rather it is to support the 284

operator to combine data, identify potential threats rapidly for a pre-planned mission, and 285

provide timely recommended actions. 286

Learning directly from high-dimensional sensory inputs is one of the long-standing 287

challenges. Our objective is to develop machine learning (ML) based anomaly detection 288

(MLAD) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) artificial agents can achieve a good level of 289

performance and generality on diagnostic and prognostic. Similar to a human operator, 290

the goal for the agents is to learn strategies that lead to the greatest long-term rewards. 291

Formally, MLAD can be described as Markov decision process (MDP), which consists of 292

s set of states S, plus a distribution of starting states P(s0), a set of action A, transition 293

dynamics T(st+1 | st, at) that map a state-action pair at time t to the distribution of states at 294

time t+1, a reward function R(st, at, st+1), and a discount factor δ ∈ [0, 1], where smaller 295

values place more emphasis on immediate rewards. It is assumed that an agent interacts 296

with an environment S, in a sequence of actions, actions, observations, and rewards. At 297

each time-step the agent selects an action at ∈ A, A = 1, . . . , K which is passed to the 298

environment and modifies its internal state and the corresponding reward [32]. In general, 299

S may be stochastic. The system’s internal state is not observable to the agent most of 300

time, instead it observes various target features of interest from the environment such 301

as the signal features. It receives a reward R representing the change in overall system 302

performance. 303

Based on the MLAD-RL strategy, we developed an automated monitoring mechanism 304

for system-level source analytics. The monitoring data are defined as a set of metrics (e.g., 305

route latitude/longitude, transmission delay, traffic buffer queue length, etc.) on each 306

UAM edge and associated applications and processes. Given a large number of features, 307

LightMAN uses feature extraction and reduction techniques in collected log data to select 308

a set of most critical features and implement deep learning based detection schemes for 309

identifying anomalous statuses. The general steps of the proposed anomaly monitoring 310

technique are as follows: (i) Data Collection: The relevant sensory data collected across the 311

system is assembled into a set of feature matrix. We define the feature as an individually 312

measurable variable of the node being monitored (e.g., data frames, MAVLink messages, 313

Command and Control (C2) mission logs, Controller Area Network (CAN) bus, etc.). (ii) 314

Feature Extraction: To effectively deal with high-dimensional data, we implement feature 315

extraction techniques via Named Entity Recognition (NER) [33] and Vector Space Model 316

(VSM), which can reduce data dimensionality and improve analysis by removing inherent 317

data dependency. (iii) Deep Learning Based Detection: LightMAN applies DL techniques 318

(e.g., L-CNN, RNN/LSTM, etc.) to characterize the dynamic state of the monitored system. 319

With the trained model in place, the operator can conduct the detection and classification 320

of potential attacks. 321

As shown in Figure 2, the detection process consists of two main steps: the training 322

process and the detecting process. In the training process, the collected log data are 323

converted to the uniformed data format for the learning process. We then train the classifier 324

model for both normal and abnormal system states. In the online monitoring process, 325

LightMAN monitoring tools collect real-time flight data and the processed traffic data are 326
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Figure 2. ML/DL Learning Process for UAM Monitoring.

sent to the learned classifier for anomaly detection. The effectiveness of the monitoring 327

schemes are characterized by the true positive rate, false positive rate, monitoring time, 328

overhead, etc. 329

3.2. Microchain Fabric for UAM Data Sharing 330

As right part of Figure 1 shows, microchain fabric consists of two sub-systems: i) a 331

lightweight consensus protocol that relies on a randomly selected consensus committee 332

to achieve low latency of committing transactions on the distributed ledger; ii) a hybrid 333

on-chain and off-chain storage strategy that improves efficiency and privacy-preservation. 334

For details of consensus protocol in microchain, interested readers can refer to our earlier 335

work [23,34]. The core functionalities and work flows are briefly described as follows: 336

• The lifetime of a committee is defined as a Dynasty, and all nodes within the network 337

use a random committee election mechanism to construct a new committee at the 338

beginning of a new dynasty. The new committee members rely on their neighboring 339

peers, which use a node discovery protocol to reach out each others. Finally, all com- 340

mittee members maintain a fully connected consensus network, and non-committee 341

nodes periodically synchronize states of current dynasty. Until the current dynasty’s 342

lifetime is ending, committee members utilize an epoch randomness generation proto- 343

col to cooperatively propose a global random seed for next committee election. 344

• Given a synchronous network environment, operations of consensus processes are 345

coordinated in sequential rounds called Epoch. The block proposal leverages an 346

efficient Proof-of-Credit (PoC) algorithm, which allows the consensus committee to 347

continuously publish blocks containing transactions and extend main chain length. 348

The block proposal process keeps running multiple rounds until the end of an epoch. 349

Then a voting based chain finality protocol allows committee members to make 350

agreement on a checkpointing block. As a result, temporary fork chains are pruned 351

and these committed blocks are finalized on the unique main-chain. 352

• The organization of on-chain and off-chain storage is illustrated by the upper right 353

part of Figure 1. As the basic unit of on-chain data recorded on the distributed ledger, 354

a block contains header information (e.g,. previous block hash and block height) and 355

orderly transactions. The Distributed Data Storage (DDS), which is built on a Swarm 356

[35] network, is used as off-chain storage. The UAV data and flight logs that require 357

heterogeneous format and various sizes are saved on the DDS and they can be easily 358

addressed by their swarm hash. As an optimal manner, each transaction only contains 359

a swarm hash as a reference pointing to its raw data on the DDS. Compared with 360

raw data, a swarm hash has a small and fixed length (32 or 64 bytes), therefore, all 361
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Table 1. Configuration of Experimental Devices.

Device Redbarn HPC Raspberry Pi 4 Model B

CPU 3.4GHz, Core (TM) i7-2600K
(8 cores)

1.5GHz, Quad core Cortex-A72
(ARM v8)

Memory 16GB DDR3 4GB SDRAM

Storage 500GB HHD 64GB (microSD card)

OS Ubuntu 18.04 Raspbian GNU/Linux (Jessie)

transactions have almost the same data size. It is promising to improve efficiency in 362

transaction propagation without directly padding raw data into transactions. 363

4. Experimental Results and Evaluation 364

In this section, experimental configuration based on a proof-of-concept prototype im- 365

plementation is described. Following that, we evaluate performance of running LightMAN 366

based on numerical results, which especially focus on microchain operations. Finally, com- 367

parative evaluation among previous work highlights the main contributions of LightMAN 368

in terms of lightweight blockchain design, performance improvement, security and privacy 369

properties. 370

4.1. Prototype Implementation 371

A proof-of-concept prototype of LightMAN is implemented and tested in a physical 372

network environment. Microchain is implemented in Python with Flask [36] as web-service 373

framework. All security primitives like digital signature, encryption algorithms and hash 374

functions are developed by using standard python library cryptography [37]. MAVLink [38] 375

implements a Software-In-The-Loop (SITL) simulator consisting of Pymavlink, ArduPilot, 376

MAVProxy and QGroundControl. As a package of Python MAVLink libraries, Pymavlink 377

is used to implement drone communication protocol and analyze flight logs. ArduPilot 378

[39] is an open source autopilot software that is used to simulate many drone types on a 379

local server without any special hardware support. MAVProxy acts as the ground control 380

station for ArduPilot and QGroundControl provides the graphical user interface (GUI) for 381

ArduPilot. We combine SITL simulator and Pymavlink package to emulate UAM scenarios 382

and collect MAVLink messages as UAV data. 383

Table 1 describes devices used for the experimental setup. Each validator of microchain 384

is deployed on an Raspberry Pi (RPi) while a SITL simulator is deployed on the Redbarn 385

HPC. The microchain test network contains 16 RPis. Regarding a test Swarm network, 386

6 service sites are deployed on six separate desktops that each has Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 387

Duo CPU E8400 @ 3GHz and 4GB of RAM. All devices are connected through a local area 388

network (LAN). 389

4.2. MAVLink Message Data Acquisition 390

To better perform the machine learning based anomaly detection (MLAD) within 391

LightMAN among UAM networks. We leveraged MAVLink Protocol, which is Micro Air 392

Vehicle Link and its related messages as our starting point for the security analysis of UAM 393

networks. It is an open-source protocol, and it is supported by many close-source projects 394

for drones to send way-points, control commands, and telemetry data [40]. Usually, it 395

contains two types of messages: state messages and command messages. State messages 396

refer to these messages sent from the unmanned system to the ground station and contain 397

information about the state of the system, such as its ID, location, velocity, and altitude. 398

Command messages are usually from the ground station to the unmanned system to 399

execute some actions by autopilot. Those messages are transmitted through WiFi, Ethernet, 400
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Figure 3. Software-In-The-Loop Simulation for Data Acquisition.

or other serial telemetry channels. We also utilized a SITL simulator (ArduPilot) [40] to 401

emulate the MAVLink message communication. Specifically, we run the ArduPilot directly 402

on a local server without any special hardware. While running, the sensor data comes from 403

a flight dynamics model in a flight simulator. 404

Figure 3 presents an example of obtained MAVLink message source data. We recorded 405

and saved this key information for MLAD training. For an instance, GPS_RAW_INT 406

refers to the absolute geolocation of GPS, latitude, longitude, and altitude. AHRS refers 407

to the Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS), which consists of sensors on 408

three axes that provide attitude information for aircraft, including roll, pitch, and yaw. 409

EKF_STATUS_REPORT indicates that an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm is used 410

to estimate vehicle position, velocity, and angular orientation based on rate gyroscopes, 411

accelerometer, compass, GPS, airspeed, and barometric pressure measurements. 412

4.3. Performance Evaluation 413

During identity authentication stage, the system administrator or data owners can 414

launch a transaction to microchain, which encapsulates a capability access token assigned 415

to an entity. Then any user can query such a token from microchain participants and verify 416

it during access validation process. We design a capability-based access control (CapAC) 417

scenario [11], in which one HPC simulates a service owner to record CapAC tokens into 418

microchain and another RPi simulates a service provider to query CapAC tokens from 419

microchain for access control process. We conducted 100 Monte Carlo test runs and used 420

the average of results for evaluation. 421

4.3.1. End-to-end Latency of Authorizing Access Tokens 422

Figure 4 demonstrates how committee size K represented by the number of validators 423

and access authorization transaction throughput ThS measured by transaction per second 424

(tps) affect the end-to-end latency incurred by committing a transaction on a microchain 425

network. As microchain executes an efficient consensus protocol within a small consensus 426

committee, it brings lower total latency which has marginal impacts as increasing committee 427

size K. As a trade-off, a small consensus committee containing resource-constrained RPi 428

devices as validators has limited capability to process large volumes of transactions. Thus, 429

the end-to-end latency is almost dominated by ThS, as figure 4 shows. We assume that each 430

node within LightMAN waits no less than 5 seconds to collect UAV data and then launch a 431
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Figure 4. End-to-end latency of committing CapAC tokens on Microchain: committee size vs. tps.

Figure 5. Processing Time of querying CapAC tokens and validating access rights.

transaction. Thus, the network latency of committee transactions on microchain can satisfy 432

real-time requirements of access authorization. 433

4.3.2. Processing Time and Throughput in Access Authentication 434

For comparing our LightMAN’s performance metrics with conventional centralized 435

frameworks in access authentication, we design basic scenarios as a benchmark, which 436

do not cooperate any access control strategy for UAV data access requests. To evaluate 437

the processing time and throughput of access authentication operations, we use a HPC to 438

simulate a cloud-based UAV server, which provide drone data query services given basic 439

and LightMAN scenarios. Then, we let a RPi send multiple access requests to a UAV server 440

and waits until that all responses are correctly received. 441

Figure 5 shows average delays that evaluate how long a CapAC access request can 442

be successfully handled by the UAV data server as increasing ThS from 20 tps to 1000 tps. 443

Regarding the fixed bandwidth of test network, the capacity of UAV servers dominates 444

performance of handling access requests. Thus, the delays of access authentication are 445

almost linear scale to ThS given basic and LightMAN scenarios. However, our LightMAN 446
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Figure 6. Throughput of querying CapAC tokens and validating access rights.

Figure 7. Processing time of data operations: accessing DDS and symmetric encryption.

still demonstrates efficiency in decentralized access authentication process that queries 447

CapAC tokens from microchain and verifies access control policies, and it only incurred 448

limited extra overheads (no more than 18%) compared with basic scenarios. 449

Figure 6 presents the transaction throughput of handling access authentication re- 450

quests given ThS varies from 20 tps to 1000 tps. Each access request in LightMAN mode 451

demands more computation resources on CapAC token validation, therefore, LightMAN 452

demonstrates the lower transaction throughput than basic mode even if access requests 453

send rate ThS is the same. Owing to system capacity, such as network bandwidth and 454

computation power of service providers, the transaction throughputs of LightMAN and 455

basic mode become saturated under conditions where ThS ≥ 500 tps. 456

4.3.3. Computation Cost by Preserving Data Privacy 457

We assume that MAVLink message data streams of a drone are encrypted and then 458

recorded into DDS for each 60 seconds duration. As a result, each data file is about 1MB, and 459

we use these sample data files to evaluate computation overheads incurred by sharing UAV 460

data vie DDB along with data encrypt and decrypt procedures. Figure 7 show processing 461

time of accessing data from (to) Swarm and data encryption algorithms given different 462
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Table 2. Comparison among existing solutions.

Consensus Storage Performance Security Privacy

BeDrone [15] × × ×
√

×
NBTM [13] × × ×

√
×

SwarmUAV [14] PoT ×
√ √

×
DroneChain [19] PoW Centralized

√ √
×

SecureIoD [18] PoS × ×
√

×
ZoneIoD [16] DDPoS ×

√ √
×

5G-IoD [17] BFT ×
√ √

×
LightMAN PoC+VCF Decentralized

√ √ √

host platforms. Regarding DDS operations like uploading file onto and downloading 463

file from private Swarm network, delays are almost the same on both platforms. Unlike 464

downloading data which simply query data from a DDS service site, uploading data onto 465

DDS takes a longer time that is used to synchronize data units across distributed service 466

sites within a Swarm network. Owing to constrainted computation resource, RPi takes 467

longer process time to encrypt and decrypt data than desktop does even if sample data 468

files have the same size. Compared with a 60 seconds cycle time of recording a drone’s 469

data, encrypt a data file and them upload it onto DDS only brings marginal delays on both 470

platforms (2.4 s on desktop and 3.2 s on RPi). Given data-in-use scenarios that frequently 471

download files from a DDS service node and then decrypt them, encryption algorithm 472

incurs more computation overheads than Swarm operations. Given data query requests 473

rate ThS = 500 tps that takes a average of 3.05 s on access authentication, accessing UAV 474

data incurs extra 19% (0.57/3.05) delays on desktop and 59% (1.79/3.05) delays on RPi. As 475

a trade-off, using encrypted data to protect privacy information is inevitable at the cost of 476

the longer processing time. 477

4.4. Comparative Evaluation 478

Table 2 presents the comparison between our LightMAN and previous blockchain- 479

based solutions to UAV networks. The symbol
√

indicates that the scheme guarantees the 480

properties, and × indicates the opposite case. Unlike existing solutions that lack details 481

on lightweight blockchain design for IoD or investigations on the impact of integrating 482

blockchain into UAV networks, we illustrate a comprehensive system architecture, along 483

with details on ML-based UAM monitoring and lightweight microchain implementation. 484

We especially evaluate performance (e.g,. network latency, transaction throughput and 485

computation overheads) of the microchain enabled security mechanism in access authenti- 486

cation and data sharing process. Regarding storage optimization and privacy preservation 487

for UAV data sharing, a hybrid on-chain and off-chain data storage structure not only 488

reduces communication and storage overheads by avoiding directly saving large volumes 489

of UAB data into blockchain transactions, and it also protects sensitive information by only 490

exposing references of encrypted data on the transparent distributed ledger and increases 491

robustness (availability and recoverability) for data sharing applications. 492

5. Conclusions and Future Work 493

This paper presents LightMAN which combines DL powered UAM security and a 494

lightweight microchained fabric to support assurance and resilience oriented UAM net- 495

works. The DL-based cybersecurity monitoring techniques can prevent against cyber 496

threats and provide cognitive-based decision support for UAM. A lightweight microchain 497

works as a secure-by-design network infrastructure to enable decentralized security so- 498
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lutions to UAV access authentication and data sharing. The experimental results based 499

on a prototype implementation demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our Light- 500

MAN. However, there are open questions which need to be addressed before applying the 501

LightMAN to real-world UAM scenarios. We leave these limitations to our future works: 502

(1) Although microchain is promising to provide a lightweight blockchain for a small 503

scale UAV network like a drone cluster, it is not suitable for a large scale UAM system 504

demanding scalability and dynamicity in multidomain coordination. A hierarchical 505

integrated federated ledger infrastructure (HIFL) [41] is promising to improve scala- 506

bility, dynamicity and security for multi-domain IoD applications. Thus, our on-going 507

efforts includes validating LightMAN in a real-world UAV network and investigation 508

on integration of Microchain and HIFL to support secure inter-chain transactions in a 509

large scale UAM system. 510

(2) There are still unanswered questions on incentive mechanism that motivate users 511

and drones to devote their resources (e.g., computation, storage and networking) to 512

participant consensus process and gain extra profits. In our future work, we will use 513

game theory to model incentive strategies and evaluate its effectiveness, security and 514

robustness of LightMAN in IoD scenarios. 515

(3) The third important milestone is an in-field validation of LightMAN in a context 516

of practical applications. Once all the function blocks and integrated system are 517

successfully tested in the lab environment, a small-scale drone network will be created 518

with drones that are designed by the team. The completely customized drones allow 519

us to mount LightMAN system on top of multiple application-determined sensing 520

blocks, like smart surveillance cameras or motion sensor. 521
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ABI Application Binary Interfaces
AC Access Control
ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
AI Artificial Intelligence
ATS Air Traffic Service
CAN Controller Area Network
CapAC Capability-based Access Control
DApp Decentralized App
DDS Distributed Data Storage
DDoS Distributed Denial-of-Service
DL Deep Learning
DLT Distributed Ledger Technology
IoD Internet of Drones
IoT Internet of Things
MC Master Controller
MEC Multi-Access Edge Computing
ML Machine Learning
PBN Performance Bottleneck
PoC Proof-of-Credit
PoT Proof-of-Traffic
PoW Proof-of-Work
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
QoE Quality-of-Experience
QoS Quality-of-Service
RL Reinforcement Learning
SAW Situational Awareness
SC Smart Contract
SDN Software-defined Networking
SITL Software-In-The-Loop
SPF Single Point of Failures
UAM Urban Air Mobility
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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